Periodic orbits of a third order ODE are topological knots. Using results from the theory of branched 2-manifolds, we prove the existence of simple ODEs whose periodic orbit set contains every type of knot and collection of knots link. The construction depends on the dynamics near certain con gurations of Shil'nikov connections, and can be applied to, among other things, a model of a nonlinear electric circuit.
Introduction and Main Results
A knot is a simple closed curve in a three dimensional space. A collection of periodic orbits of a three dimensional ow forms a disjoint union of knots, or a link, the topology of which can illuminate the global structure of solutions of the underlying di erential equation. For example, in HW85, Hol86, Hol89 , knot invariants are used to study bifurcation sequences in which chaotic" ows having positive topological entropy are created, by v arying a parameter, from simple ows supporting merely one or two periodic orbits. As another example, certain types of knots can force positive topological entropy i n a nonsingular ow Mor78, W ad89 . Here, however, we are concerned rather with ODEs as machines for building interesting families of in nite links. It is not di cult to produce a simple ODE whose periodic orbit set is in nite: the well-known Lorenz equations, _ x = y , x _ y = x , y , xz 1 _ z = , z+xy; will do. At certain parameter values, periodic solutions to these equations form a link of innitely many components though these are unstable and very di cult to nd!. See GW79 for an analysis of the similar geometric" Lorenz system or MM95 for new results on Eqn. 1. Many other systems which exhibit chaotic" behavior have attractors lled with in nite collec-2 R. Ghrist and P. Holmes tions of unstable periodic orbits. Two knots are said to be equivalent or of the same knot type if one can smoothly deform one knot to the other without cutting, as if one were deforming a knotted loop of rope | a more precise de nition would be that the two knots are isotopic Rol77 : De nition 1 Two subsets, A and B, o f I R n are isotopic if there exists a homeomorphism : I R n ! I R n such that A = B .
Given an ODE, one generally wants to know how many and which t ypes of knots and links are present. In FW85 , very general hypotheses e.g., positive topological entropy plus some smoothness are given under which a three dimensional ow m ust contain periodic orbits exhibiting in nitely many distinct knot types. It follows that the solutions to 1, for certain parameter values, support an in nite number of distinct knot types. However, it must be noted that not all types are necessarily present. For example, the analysis of BW83a shows that only a restricted class of knot types appear in the geometric Lorenz attractor. Given the di erential equation _ x = fx for x 2 IR 3 , w e wish to answer the following basic question:
Question 1 Can the periodic orbits of f contain every type of knot?
In x2, we will review the basic tools of branched 2-manifolds or templates and relate Question 1 in this new setting to Conjecture 1, stated in x2, which rst appeared in BW83b . In x3 and x4, we present some symbolic tools and outline the resolution of Conjecture 1, the details of which will appear in Ghr95 . In x5, we apply our results on branched 2-manifolds to ODEs which support a particular type of global connections, rst studied by Shil'nikov Shi65, Shi70 . This will allow us to derive our main results: Theorem 1 can be interpreted as a knot-theoretic analogue to the existence of ODEs with complicated dynamics which are nevertheless structurally stable. Theorem 2 is a simple example of an equation, originally due to Chua et al. CKM86 , which supports a certain type of homoclinic connection. This sort of connection, rst studied by Shil'nikov Shi65, Shi70 , provides the important link between the topological results on branched 2-manifolds of x4 and physically relevant di erential equations. A more detailed analysis of the template structure near Shil'nikov connections is given in the Appendix. Throughout this paper, we restrict attention to the class of tame knots and links; that is, those simple closed curves which are isotopic to simple closed polygons in IR 3 Rol77, BZ85 . This excludes in nitely iterated structures such a s solenoids or wild knots. On the other hand, using a nitely iterated structure will be seen in x4
to be vital to our results.
Templates for Flows
A V ery Knotty ODE 3 FIGURE 1: The Lorenz template When investigating a third-order ODE numerically, one often nds an apparent attractor, o n to which the dynamics rapidly collapses. For example, Lorenz Lor63 noted the structure of the attractor for Eqn. 1: it appears to be a twosheeted surface on which there is a unidirectional ow about each strip" cf. The Lorenz template, L, displayed in Fig. 1 , is the simplest nontrivial example of a template. The dynamics on a template is a semi ow" since it only goes one way and is not reversible like a true ow. Note also that the semi ow i s o v erowing" through the gap in the branch line; however, since no periodic orbits i.e., knots can ever leave the template, we are not concerned with this condition cf. orbits which exit a Smale horseshoe after a nite number of iterates. As such, we will cut back" the over owing segment of a splitting chart along the semi ow until reaching the branch line see Fig. 3 . This will produce an equivalent template composed of strips" connecting the branch lines. The expansivity condition refers to the fact that nearby orbits must eventually separate. Of course, one may construct templates which are a good deal more complicated than L | w e will in fact do so shortly.
FIGURE 3: Equivalent templates
The connection between templates and ODEs is expressed in the Template Theorem of Birman and Williams:
Theorem 3 Birman and Williams, 1983 Given a ow on a three-manifold having a hyperbolic chain-recurrent set i.e., Axiom A plus no-cycle, the periodic orbits are in one-to-one correspondence with the periodic orbits on a particular template with at most two exceptions. On any nite sublink, this correspondence is via isotopy.
The interested reader may consult Bow78, Sma67, GH83 for de nitions and BW83b, GHS95 for the proof of this important result. The hypothesis is essentially one of hyperbolicity: there must exist uniformly contracting and expanding directions along the entirety of the dynamically relevant subset of the ow. The template is formed by identifying all orbits which share the same asymptotic future. That is, one 4 R. Ghrist and P. Holmes collapses out along the stable direction along the original ow, transforming the ow o n a three-dimensional manifold to a semi ow o n a branched two-dimensional manifold. Occasionally, one must modify the ow before collapsing, giving rise to at most two ctitious orbits BW83b . None of the templates appearing in this work will require any such modi cation.
f FIGURE 4: The Smale horseshoe map
We give an example of this procedure, which appeared rst in the analysis of Holmes and Williams HW85 see also Hol86, Hol89, GH93, GHS95 : . The horseshoe is a hyperbolic map with stable and unstable directions which are, respectively, horizontal and vertical note Fig. 4 . Hence, we may collapse out the stable directions to obtain a template H: the horseshoe template. Fig. 5 illustrates the reduction to H. The reader will note that H is similar to the Lorenz template L except for a half-twist along the rightmost strip. The addition of the single twist radiidentify FIGURE 5: The suspended horseshoe reduced to a template cally a ects the types of knots which are present HW85 .
Given a template T , one wants to nd what types of knots live on T . This is by n o means a simple task, but it is a great deal easier than working in the unreduced threedimensional ow. In their original work on templates, Birman and Williams posed the following conjecture, which is the template version of Question 1:
Conjecture 1 Birman and Williams, 1983 There d o es not exist an embedded template which supports all knot types as periodic orbits of the semi ow: i.e., a universal template.
After partial results were obtained by M. Sullivan Sul94 , this conjecture was resolved in the negative b y Ghrist Ghr95 . In x4 w e will present a rough idea of the proof in order to explain the techniques, which are applicable to other templates which are derived from ODEs. In x5 we will show that the universal template constructed in x4 appears near symmetric spiral connections of Shil'nikov t ype, thereby proving Theorems 1 and 2. De nition 4 A template renormalization of a template T is a map R : T , ! T taking orbits to orbits which is a di eomorphism onto its image.
The terminology for De nition 4 derives from the renormalization theory for one-dimensional maps Fei78, PTT87, GH83 . The branch lines of T form a Poincar e section for the semi ow which induce a set of coupled one-dimensional return maps. The image of a template renormalization gives a renormalization of the return maps in the sense that we h a v e c hosen distinguished subintervals of the branch lines PTT87 .
The image of a template renormalization is by de nition a subtemplate. The existence of a template renormalization allows one to iterate 7 the procedure, obtaining an increasingly complicated sequence of embedded subtemplates, each of which is di eomorphic to the original. When combined with the itinerary space T , w e can reduce the construction of these subtemplates to a simple action on the Markov partition:
Lemma 2 Note that a template renormalization R also has a topological action since it takes knots to knots. However, in so doing, it will typically change the knot type. When this does not happen, we h a v e the following:
De nition 5 An isotopic renormalization of an embedded template T is a template renormalization R such that RT is isotopic to T : that is, R : T , ! T extends to a di eomorphism of R 3 .
An isotopic template renormalization preserves the knot types of the individual orbits. We will exploit isotopic template renormalizations to specify arbitrarily complicated subtemplates while retaining information about the knot types of the individual orbits. Given the additional symbolic data, all of these subtemplates have nice coordinates within the space T .
Universal Templates
The rst example of an isotopic template renormalization was discovered by M. Sullivan:
Lemma 3 Even more surprising is the following result of Ghr95 , the proof of which w e outline here:
Theorem 4 The template V contains an isotopic copy of every knot and link as periodic orbits of the semi ow.
Outline of proof:
Step 1: braids and the theorem of Alexander f gintersects b transversally in precisely P points. It is a theorem of Alexander Ale23 that each knot or link is isotopic to some closed braid on P strands for some P: Fig. 10 gives an example, the gureeight knot. There is an strong analogy between the use of knot and link theory in the study of ODEs and the use of braid theory in the study of surface maps Boy94, B o y84 , the latter having the advantage of an additional algebraic structure.
Step 2: the templates W q 2q FIGURE 11: The template W q Fig. 11 displays a member of a family of templates denoted fW q g for q a positive i n teger. Note that W 1 is identically V and that increasing q by one has the e ect of adding two ears to one side. Note that the ears alternate in sign: that is, the way in which they cross over or under the rest of W q cf. Fig. 9 . In Ghr95 , the algebraic structure of closed braids is used to establish the following:
Lemma 4 Given any closed b r aid b, an isotopic copy of b exists as a set of periodic orbits on some W q for q su ciently large.
The proof depends crucially upon the fact that the ears of W q alternate in their sign as per Step 3: appending an ear In order to build W q+1 from W q , one must append" a pair of ears in the appropriate place. Our strategy is to start with a renormalized copy of W 1 V similar to the situation of Fig. 8 and append a pair of ears to obtain W 2 , which 9 is again renormalized, etc. Appending an ear can be accomplished by the following procedure, illustrated for a positive ear in Fig Recall that`1 and`2 refer to the upper and lower resp. branch lines of V.
Step The proof of Theorem 5 involves constructing Poincar e sections transversal to , near the xed point p and linearizing the ow near p and along , to obtain approximate return maps. The horseshoes are constructed by o wing pairs of boxes near p and then along ,. This procedure is outlined in further detail in the Appendix. The entire ow near , does not satisfy the hyperbolicity requirements of Theorem 3: moreover, there are numerous features of the dynamics and especially bifurcations of ows near such orbits that are currently unknown. However, the individual horseshoes implied by Theorem 5 are hyperbolic, and if we restrict our attention to any such subset of the ow, we m a y justi ably employ Theorem 3 to obtain a template which captures a portion of the ow: that is, orbits on the embedded horseshoe templates are in one-to-one isotopic correspondence with a proper subset of orbits in the ow near ,. In the Appendix, we present a catalogue" of templates which arise from these suspended horseshoes near a Shil'nikov homoclinic orbit. While it is not possible to completely classify the knot and link types of all the orbits which live within the nearby horseshoes, certain facts from the study of the standard horseshoe template H as it appears in x2 carry over HW85, GH93, GHS95 . We n o w consider a slightly di erent scenario in which the di erential equation _ x = fx also has a symmetry of one of the following forms: : x; y; z 7 ! ,x; ,y;,z x; y; z 7 ! ,x; ,y;z : 13 Such symmetries are not at all uncommon: the Lorenz system exhibits the second symmetry above Lor63, GH83 . Now consider a system which has a xed point, p, satisfying the eigenvalue condition of Eqn. 12 and which has an orbit , which tends to p in negative time and to p in positive time. The system will then take on the appearance of Fig. 13 , displaying either a pair of homoclinic spirals at p = p , or a spiral heteroclinic cycle between p and p 6 = p.
FIGURE 13: Three symmetric homoclinic congurations Such situations appear in a variety of systems of physical relevance: in models of electric circuits CKM86, K R C93 , in a model of ow through articulated pipes Cha93 , in a model of simple resonance among three coupled oscillators Wic93 , in the Lorenz equations for certain nonstandard" parameter values GS86 , and in numerous other systems. The standard techniques of using cross sections to construct approximate Poincar e maps has been applied to the con gurations of Fig. 13 GS86 In order to derive the templates corresponding to these coupled horseshoes, one must be mindful of the exact suspension of the horseshoes. This implies that local information about the ow near p and global information about the ow along , must be taken into account. For example, the twist of the homoclinic orbit , outside a neighborhood of p a ects the template which i s d erived in the case of a single homoclinic connection. However, because of the symmetry , any aberrations due to twisting e ects cancel: t wisting a ribbon once to the left then once to the right undoes any t wisting. In the Appendix, we give a detailed construction of this procedure, in order to conclude the following:
Proposition 2 Given _ x = fx satisfying the three r e quirements of Theorem 6 along with a fourth:
C4 Either the homoclinic orbits , and , form a pair of unknotted, unlinked l o ops joined a t p , or the heteroclinic cycle formed by , and , is an unknotted l o op as in Fig. 13 .
Then, there exist a countable in nity of disjoint templates embedded in a tubular neighborhood o f , ,, orbits of which are in one-to-one isotopic correspondence with a proper subset of solutions to _ x = fx. Each of these templates is isotopic to the template Z in Fig. 15 The results described in this paper are at once fascinating and depressing. They are mathematically exciting because they provide a tangible link between surprising phenomena in pure" topology and applied dynamical systems theory, with their implication that simple ODEs modeling physical processes can rather naturally generate all knots and links. They suggest that collections of structures of arbitrary global topological complexity can be produced by simple local rules. If such structures in phase space can be mapped into motions in physical space for the devices modeled by these ODEs, then these ndings have deep implications for issues of design, control and motion planning. On the other hand, our results also suggest that the vision developed in HW85, Hol86, Hol89 , cf. GH93 : that knot and link invariants are useful for the study of orbit genealogies and bifurcation sequences in parameterized dynamical systems, will be limited at best. If an in nite number of copies of all knot and link types can occur simultaneously in a ow as ostensibly simple as the double spiral, then they would seem unlikely to serve w ell as computable indicators to determine di erent bifurcation routes. We know from the analytical and numerical work of GS84, GKN84 that the bifurcation structure near Shil'nikov connections is horribly complicated: our results can be interpreted as a topological version of this complexity. However, here one should note an important distinction between the ows and templates discussed in the present paper and the simple" horseshoe and Lorenz templates of BW83a and HW85, Hol86, Hol89 . In the latter, all crossings are of the same sign: positive, in the con-14 R. Ghrist and P. Holmes vention of Fig. 9 . In contrast, the templates of Figs. 6, 11, and 15, used in the present constructions, contain both positive and negative crossings. Crossings of one sign alone impose severe restrictions on knot and link types, and, roughly speaking, confer a certain rigidity" on the ow. An important ingredient in the universality proof of x4 is the use of alternating positive and negative crossings in the ears appended to W q , which permits one to produce arbitrary braid words. This relative freedom appears essential: it also play s a k ey rôle in M. Sullivan's construction of composite knots with arbitrarily many components Sul94 . These observations suggest that braid, knot and link structures and their invariants may provide an alternative view of the topological complexity o f c haotic dynamical systems, to complement such i n v ariants as topological entropy. In the opposite direction, Los Los94 has already suggested the use of dynamical entropy as a knot invariant. In particular, our present results reveal the surprising structural richness that can result from a particular embedding in phase space of what has now become a canonical object in dynamical systems: Smale's horseshoe. They also provide an interesting coda to the story of homoclinic bifurcations which L . P . Shil'nikov began to tell some thirty y ears ago. By looking at a su ciently small neighborhood of , 1 , one can assume that the return map 1 is a ne. Hence, there is an analytical expression for the full Poincar e map given by composition of 19 with an a ne map which accurately describes the dynamics very close to ,. These equations have been analyzed repeatedly Shi65, Shi70, GS84, GKN84 : we consider a more geometric treatment based on these analyses cf. ACT81 . in such a w a y as to form a hyperbolic horseshoe see e.g. Theorem 4.8.4 of Wig90 : see Fig. 18 . These pairs form the horseshoes of Theorem 5. Since these horseshoes are hyperbolic, we can keep track of their stable and unstable foliations. By collapsing one set of these foliations and carefully following the embedding, we will construct the embedded template. We proceed in two steps, according to the two components of the return map 1 0 . First, the action of the global map 1 is a ne and takes the image under 0 of the horizon- is to wind about , in the direction by an additional , as compared to the motion of B i . This imparts an additional half-twist to the ensuing template, as per Fig. 20 . Remark: the strips drawn in Fig. 20 have a small amount o f t wisting; however, there is no guarantee that the topmost" B i , which h a v e the least amount o f t wisting associated with them, satisfy the hyperbolicity conditions. We only know that for i hence, twist su ciently large, pairs of boxes B i B i+1 form hyperbolic horseshoes.
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We m a y n o w classify the types of horseshoe templates which m a y appear near ,. For i some xed integer, consider the template formed by collapsing the contracting directions of the ow of the boxes B i and B i+1 . In a neighborhood of p, the strip corresponding to B i B i+1 will wind about , with i i + 1 half-twists. Then, the strips will join together in 1 : nally, the strip of the template will follow along , from 1 back t o 0 , undergoing M half-twists, for some xed M. The horseshoe templates H which occur near , are not terribly complicated, and can be easily visualized as in Fig. 21 . However, not all templates which w e will encounter in this appendix are so docile. We t h us introduce a shorthand notation for picturing a template, using the horseshoe templates as examples. Instead of representing a template T as a collection of two-dimensional strips which join together at branch lines, we will collapse each strip in the direction transverse to the semi ow, leaving the branch lines intact. This will reduce T to a one-dimensional spine, spT , which captures most of the topological features of T . T o encode the twisting of various strips as well as to simplify our notation, we will use input-output" boxes labeled with integers to denote twisting in individual or in collections of strips: see Fig. 22 . W e will suspend this map directly and collapse a stable foliation out to obtain a template, which we will then embed in a neighborhood of the xed point. The stable and unstable foliations of this map are again horizontal and vertical lines, and the suspension can be easily visualized, as was done in Fig. 5. Fig. 25 gives the spine of the resulting template. It is an exercise for the reader to con rm that this spine follows from the suspension. Hint: the action of the spiral N-shoe is to perform N , 1 half-twists. This local template model of the ow near a spiral xed point m a y then be connected with a strip following ,, inserting an unknown M number of half-twists to account for the global twisting along ,. In addition, we cannot assume that the box B 0 is hyperbolic, as in Since certain features of the template in Fig. 26 are a priori uncomputable, general statements concerning the knot and link structure of orbits near , are di cult to make. One might hope for results similar to the case of the H , in which more complicated versions are contained as subtemplates of simpler templates: this however is beyond the scope of the present analysis. We should further emphasize that the template of Fig. 26 does not capture all the orbits near a spiral homoclinic connection, but merely those which live i n a c o n v enient h yperbolic subset of the ow.
A.2 Symmetric spiral connections
When passing to a symmetric con guration as in Fig. 13 , many of the problems involving additional twisting that one encounters in constructing templates for single connections disappear. This will allow us to conclude the existence of Recall the order-two symmetries we consider, given in Eqn. 13. We will begin with a treatment of the symmetry : x; y; z 7 ! ,x; ,y;z. In this case, we h a v e an unknotted heteroclinic cycle joining p top p. We have four di erent zones" which describe the ow near the heteroclinic cycle: the ows in a neighborhood of p andp, and in a tubular neighborhood of , and, ,. The analysis of the ensuing return maps is identical, except that the full return map on + 0 is given as~ 1~ 0 1 0 .
Since the ow local to p andp is identical to the single-spiral case, we m a y construct local Nshift templates as per the previous section by looking at the boxes fB i g and their counterparts fB i g under . In this case, since there are two xed points near which the boxes are stretched and folded, there will be two branch lines in the induced templates. Again, the global connecting maps 1 and~ 1 are a ne, so we m a y represent their contribution to the template as strips which connect the template structures local to p andp. The interested reader may v erify these statements with a belt, or by studying the commutator subgroup of the braid groups Bir74 .
Proposition 4 The template Z appears as a subtemplate of the coupled N-shift template N 2 for the -symmetric heteroclinic loop.
Proof: Given the template of Fig. 28 , we will construct our subtemplate by ignoring all but four strips of the template. Consider again the boxes B i andB i which collapse into the strips of the template. Assume without loss of generality that the global con guration of , and, appears as in Fig. 28 : that is, there is a crossing of , over, which is of positive sign. Then, for i suciently large to ensure hyperbolicity, c hoose the boxes B i , B i+1 ,B i+2 , andB i+3 , where the parity o f i is opposite the parity o f M . These boxes are then collapsed into template strips and connected to form a template with spine given in Fig. 29a . First, we straighten-out" the template, replacing the crossing with two half-twists, as per Fig. 29b . This o sets the di erence in +i and ,i , 2. Next, the twisting due to M and ,i ,M and i resp. is consolidated in Fig. 29c . Since M and i are of opposite parity, M , i = 2 n + 1 for some n. Likewise, i,M = ,2n,1, and the even numbers of twists cancel completely. The remaining +1 and ,1 twists cancel, ipping" a portion of the spine, yielding Fig. 29d . This is the precisely the spine for Z as displayed in Fig The use of symmetry to cancel twisting is of great assistance here.
Next, we consider the symmetry : x; y; z 7 ! ,x; ,y;,z associated with either the double-R. Ghrist and P. Holmes homoclinic or the heteroclinic con gurations see Fig. 13 . The analysis for this case is quite similar to that of the previous symmetric case | the Poincar e sections 0 and 1 , along with their images under , are erected and local and global return maps are derived. The interested reader may nd more complete constructions in Wig88, T re84 . Note that, in the double homoclinic case, we are ignoring" the additional interactions between the maps and considering only that portion of the ow which alternates between following the connections , and, = ,. We will treat this issue shortly.
As before, we use the model for a local N-shift template at a spiral xed point see Fig. 26 and connect the ends along the global connections in order to obtain a full template for the ow. The only di erence between this con guration and the one of the previous case is the placement of the local spiral template | whether or not to ip it over". Fig. 30 gives the coupled N-shift template for the spiral con gurations under . Again, we call the reader's attention to the fact that there exist M half-twists along , and,, and that there is some mandatory local twisting, given by the smallest i such that B i is hyperbolic.
Proposition 5 The template Z appears as a subtemplate of the coupled N-shift template N 2 for the -symmetric double-homoclinic or heteroclinic loop.
Proof: As in Proposition 4, we ignore all but four boxes. In this case, choose B i , B i+1 , and their images under :B i andB i+1 . Choose i so that it is su ciently large and has the same parity as M. Then Fig. 31a gives the subtemplate formed by these strips, which is straightenedout" in Fig. 31b . Note that, since i and M are of the same parity, they coalesce to form an even number oftwists, as displayed in Fig. 31b . Since even numbers of twists cancel, we are left with Fig. 31d , which is the spine for Z. 2 This concludes the proof of Proposition 2, which is used to show the existence of apparently simple structures in phase space which force all knots and links. We conclude with one last template classi cation. In the symmetric con guration in which there is a double homoclinic connection at p = p, the return maps are entwined": that is, 0 acts on all of 0 , and not just 
